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President’s Message:

When did the Z07 performance handling
package for the Corvette first appear?

Larry Angland

Hello BSCC friends and family,
With the fall rain and cooler weather quickly approaching, I am selfishly driving the C1 every
sunny day and I hope each of you are doing the same. I am amazed that I have been able to
drive several weeks in a row…… bring on that Indian Summer! 
Now the sad news - while I am reluctant to verbalize it, October is traditionally the month to
stage our prize possessions for winter hibernation (well the early generations anyway).
Experts suggest that spending time doing this correctly in the fall has (4) benefits:
1. Provides an opportunity to go over the car and identify any hidden trouble spots that
may require some attention over the winter. Each of us has experienced that Spring
surprise that required some major intervention to make us road worthy again.
2. Stages the car in a clean, safe, and secure state so it can rest comfortably. Besides,
nobody wants to visit a Corvette with last year’s grime and fluids, and if done
correctly, you can sell viewing tickets to friends and family who want to see the garage
shrine.
3. Simplifies the de-winterization in the spring and enables us to get back on the road
more quickly.
4. Most importantly, this prepares each of us emotionally for the pending withdrawal of
not being able to drive routinely. Note: Therapy may be a good alternative 
In short, take the time to do it right as it will pay dividends all winter long.
As prep for the October meeting, I wanted to provide you a heads-up on a few topics that we
will tee-up for review in the next few months. These additional topics include:
 Christmas Celebration
 Recruitment for 2011 Volunteers and Club Officers
 Final excursions for 2010’s Best Burger in Oregon challenge
Save the Wave,
Don Eckhart, President BSCC
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Last Month’s Happenings
September Meeting Minutes – by Faye Melius
Tuesday, September 14, 2010
Ciddici’s Pizza Pallor
6:30-7:30 pm
1. Call to order: The meeting was called to order by Bill Gsell at 6:45m
2. Welcome New Member(s): We welcomed John & Colleen Goldman. Have a 1999
Magnet Red Car.
3. New Cars: 2008 White C6 Convertible for the Tom & Pat Cordier
4. Old Business:
a. Participant Event Reports:
i. Seattle in September – Mystery tour #2. Sept. 10-12. Part of the group
caravanned up leaving about 9 am and got to the event about 8:00 pm. The
group was in a shopping mood and stopped at the Centralia Outlet mall for
a couple of hours of nonstop therapy. Their arrival was not in time for the
hors d’oeuvres that evening. However, there were significantly complaints
of not enough food, even from those who made it on time. The duck and
valve cover racing events went on late into the evening, leaving little time
for dinner. No one in the group placed in the winner’s circle that evening,
but we had fun trying. The show and shine event the next morning was
memorable for our club. 4 trophies (First Place: C6 - Bob & Ortiz Garvey ,
C1 - John and Kathy Wendel, C3 - Al Sather & Mary Hobson and Best of
Class C6 Pat & Faye Melius) The Key event of the weekend - one key locked
in the car. Getting the door unlocked was an all day event. The event
ended with a Seattle thug (19 +/- year old with a Mercedes and a BMW
and a great knack for knowing how to break into a car without leaving a
mark) taking less than 3 minutes to complete the task. This time included
using duct tape to save the paint job on the door. Great find through good
persistence from Bob Chilton. The poker run was as beautiful drive
around Lake Washington. Even the trailer queen got to join in for a few
moments of driving pleasure.
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ii. The Burger Challenge – We have completed 7 reviews and drives in the
quest for finding the best burgers in 200 miles of Albany. The seven in the
running to date are:
1. Helvetia Tavern – Helvetia
2. Rocking Rogers – Salem
3. Wooden Nickel – Silverton
4. XXX – Auburn WA- (perhaps out of district)
5. Bliss – Florence
6. Cornucopia – Eugene
7. Calapooia Brewing Co. – Albany
iii. Kathy & John Wendel will plan an event for Saturday
b. New Events: SEE the NEWSLETTER FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF KNOWN
EVENTS. Surf City - Sunday, Tangent Harvest Festival event & Cruise In
5. New Business:
a. Swap Meet: Al Sather is looking for interested parties for the Nov 20th. The
event allows any items that are car related. The event is for a single day and ends
early in the afternoon. Table space costs $25. The cost would be shared among
those who participate. All items not sold would need to be picked up and taken
home by the owner. Let Al know if you are interested in participating in the
event.
b. Corvette Calendars – Bill G. presented the 2011 picture shoot of vets. Each
calendar is $14.99. Please let Bill know by the next meeting if you want one. He
will bring them to that meeting.
c. Annual Holiday Party – Bill ask for a volunteer to coordinate the event. Several
people thought that Larry Anglund had already reserved the space at the
Country Club for this year. Decision: Someone needs to ask and find out.
d. WOW - Mary asked if the club wanted to do this event this year. Mary Hobson
will investigate how people feel after the meeting. She will find the drive event
goal and venue and let people know on email.
6. Birthdays:
a. Clyde 25th & Brenda Car 21st
b. Wayne Forslund 2nd
c. Bob 15th & Ortiz 22nd Garvey
d. Carolyn Kidd 29th
7. Next Meeting: The next meeting will be held on Oct 12th 6:30 pm; Ciddici’s Pizza
Parlor.
Respectfully submitted: FM

10/2/2010 11:17 AM
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Seattle in September – John Williams
The show started before we even left Albany. As we were standing around waiting for the
Cascade group, which somehow didn’t work out, a gentleman came up and offered to show
us his 1968 Camaro that had complete Corvette suspension and running gear underneath of
it. In turn, John Wendel opened his trailer to show the guy Kathy’s Corvette.
The trip was pretty uneventful as we drove straight up I-5. We chose to stick to the interstate
because of the length of the drive. At the first rest stop, I offered to lead the group and use
my cruise control to help keep a steady pace since Dons speedometer doesn’t work. Don
asked that I not go over 70, because he only has a 4 speed and going much faster really revs
his engine more than he would like. Once you get up to Washington, a lot of the freeway
speed limit is 70. At times, it just seemed wrong to be going the speed limit and I do have to
say I probably spent more time at the speed limit this weekend than in any month of my life.
Taking Al’s suggestion, we chose to have lunch in Chehalis at the McMenamins Olympic Club Pub.
It’s actually a pretty cool place with a bunch of pool tables. I would guess that it takes up two
or three storefronts in the old town Chehalis. This is where we finally caught up to the
Cascade bunch. They were already eating as we walked through on our way to find a place to
sit. In kind of a prophetic way of the weekend, I led us right down to the kitchen where a
waitress was kind enough to point out where a table had been set up for us. I say prophetic
because we did have a few GPS Navigation anomalies during the trip. I will point them out as
I remember them. The first had actually already occurred, as John Wendel kindly pointed
out. We had led the group off the freeway through Centralia and into Chehalis. If we had
followed John’s GPS, we would have stayed on the freeway until we got to Chehalis and
would have been a mile or so from the Olympic Club Pub. It was very nice of him to give
feedback, but I did notice that he didn’t speak up when we pulled off the freeway, ahem.
After lunch, we all loaded up. I was going to tease John that he should get a BIRFUT for
parking on the other side of the tracks that were now covered by a slow moving train, but he
beat me to the punch by saying he parked over there on purpose so that Cathy would ride
with Mary and he would not have to spend so much time with her shopping at the Christine
Alexander Store. How could I argue with logic like that?
We pushed on and finally made it to the Christine Alexander Factory and Outlet Store.
Fortunately, no one was stupid enough to get between Sandie and the door, so there wasn’t
an incident before the shopping commenced. I give credit where it is due and this store is
actually pretty smart. They have an espresso stand just inside the door that gives free drinks
to men. Well, at least it was free for a couple of us whose wives didn’t make a purchase.
While the women shopped away, the men sat around at some tables that the store had
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conveniently provided for us. Yet another smart feature, as this probably keeps the men
from following their wives around trying to talk them out of purchasing more stuff. I am not
sure how long we were there, couldn’t have been longer than four or five hours, when Sandie
and her entourage emerged from the store. John & Bob were both surprised. John, because
Sandie had filled a substantial portion of his SUV and Bob, because she had done the same
thing to his credit card.
Bob Chilton had the rest of the route all mapped out for us. It was actually pretty straight
forward. I tried to get him to lead the way, as he really seemed to know where we were
going, but he declined stating something to the effect of things going wrong when he leads.
Even though the traffic was pretty heavy, we moved along pretty well. On one of the
highways, there are signs stating the fee, ranging from $2 – 3, to drive in the commuter lane.
We didn’t use the commuter lanes because Al and Mary had driven their respective cars and
would not be eligible. Later I found out that you only have to pay this fee if you do not
otherwise qualify to drive there. So, a car with one person can legally drive in the commuter
lane, but they must have a card that pays for their use. Pretty cool really, as I would probably
pay a couple of bucks rather than wait in the stop and go traffic. About 5 miles before our
last major turn, I looked into my passenger side mirror and saw that Bob C had pulled into
the right hand lane, so I followed suit leading the rest of the group into the lane Bob had
chosen. This quickly became our foray into stop and go traffic. So, now I understood what
Bob had been talking about things going wrong when he leads.
We made our way to the exit at our destination. Unfortunately, however, our GPS Navigation
was a little too late on which lane to take and we ended up making all four loops on the 4 leaf
clover exit to finally get to the right road. Leanne and I ended up laughing at how ridiculous
this was and I thought for sure I had just earned myself a BIRFUTT. I think I didn’t get a
BIRFUTT for a couple of reasons. First off, the BIRFUTT holders had followed me round and
round the mulberry post, so to speak. Secondly, I think they both have happy homes. Don
and Carolyn’s youngest daughter is Captain of Oregon’s Cheerleading Squad. So, I think that
Don is happy to the BIRFUTT in duck colors on his dash. Sandie is just flat out having too
much fun playing with her beaver to give someone else a go.
We finally made our way to the Embassy Suite Hotel just in time to check in while their
computer was down. We had swapped a line in traffic for one in the hotel lobby. Also in the
lobby, was an incredible red 1963 split window coupe, which was owned by Stan & Billi
Trask, who were also the people in charge of the whole event. In general, I am not a nostalgic
person, but this car literally looked to me like it could be on the showroom floor in 1963. I
am a little at a loss for words on how to explain it. I guess to me the best representation of
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this was under the hood. Everything looked like it was brand new, but not in a modern sort
of way. The hoses, alternator, etc looked just like I would have expected them to look way
back when. To be honest, I am not sure I would have noticed the car in the middle of a car
show, but in the lobby it screamed out at me. Stan and Billi not only gave wholly of
themselves this weekend, and I did see them around a lot, they also donated the grand prize
of a week in their condo in Kehei, Maui. They are truly awesome people.
After checking in, we took our stuff to the room and went back downstairs. We had arrived
too late for the appetizers and duck races, but not too late for the adult beverages and valve
cover racing. As we entered the room where they were holding the valve cover racing, we
spied a cupcake ferris wheel across the room. Holy cow were those cupcakes good! We were
mostly able to sit together and enjoyed the spectacle. Al and Mary teamed us up to race their
stock class valve covers. Pat (Melius), Bob, and John (Williams) teamed up for one of Al’s cars
and were dubbed team PBJ by Don. He tried to get Sandie or Suzie to join the Pat (Cordier)
and Mary team so he could call them team PMS but this didn’t go over as well. Faye filled in
that team and they escaped with no nicknames from Don. It was very nice of Al & Mary to
share their cars, but maybe not so smart because we all lost. Still, it was fun to participate in
the event and maybe inspired some of us to build our own. Thank you very much Al and
Mary.
Since we hadn’t eaten since lunch we decided to eat in the hotel restaurant realizing we
would most likely miss the City Lights Tour. While the company was great, this turned out to
be a bad choice since the service would lose in a sloth race and the sides were cold (literally
could have been plated at lunch). Turns out our table had the good service as the other half
of our group was at another table and they were in the restaurant over an hour longer than
we were.
At dinner, several of us decided to sleep in and skip the car show. However, Al had shamed
Don into going. Don then shamed me into going after I woke him up at 6:30 due to a text
messaging mix-up that made me think he was awake and asking if I was awake. At the show,
Bob C had someone ask if they could take a picture of their 1982 Special Edition. He shut the
hatch so that they could get a better picture. He then went to get back into the car and
realized he had locked his keys and Sandie’s purse in the car. To me, this was hilarious. To
Bob, it was less so. As the afternoon wore on, it became less funny to me too, so I am cutting
him slack here. I think it took them almost 5 hours to get back into their car again.
John & Leanne, Garv & Ortie, and Don & Carolyn decided to miss the poker run and wait with
Bob & Sandie. Those that went said that is was a gorgeous drive. I heard that some of those
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on the run saw a live bear along the way. After much prodding, we finally left Bob and Sandie
to wait on a real locksmith and went to the Cheesecake Factory. It was a good meal. I had a
piece of Reeses Peanut Butter Chocolate Cake Cheesecake that was amazing. While everyone else
took part of their desert to go, I decided I should try to make myself sick by wolfing it down. It
was that good, but I have to admit to having some regrets on the speed walk back to the cars.
Back at the hotel, we boarded the School Buses and were shuttled down to the waterfront.
We had about a half hour to do some quick shopping and then got in line to board the boat.
The drink line was incredibly slow, but the drinks were good after we finally got them. We
got underway and they started bringing out food. Although we used to like buffets, Leanne
and I have gotten to where we usually don’t like the food. In this case though, we both
thought the food was very good. After dinner, we were sitting around and talking. Leanne
told me I should go to the top deck and take some pictures of the city. So, I went up a couple
of flights of stairs and found the deck was completely crowded with people taking pictures. I
commented to a guy that I caught eye contact with “popular spot, huh?”. Immediately after I
said that, a eulogy started. Needless to say, I quickly left. After making my way to the other
end of the boat I found myself on a nearly empty deck. I started snapping pictures and taps
started playing from the speakers. I gave up and went back to the table to tell Leanne I was
mad at her.
Sunday morning was award and raffle time. We cleaned up, winning close to half of the
awards presented. John & Kathy won the First Place C1 award. Bob and Sandie won the First
Place C3 award. Ortie said that Bob and Sandie”s award was for the most secure Corvette.
Garv and Ortie won First Place for the C6 Coupe. Pat and Faye won Third Place for their C6
convertible. BSCC won the group participation award. They had a hard luck award and I
thought this was a slam dunk for Bob and I was on my way back into the funny side of his
humiliation. But it was not to be. The Seattle people thought that a guy that got a flat tire and
had a plug wire pop off was worse off, so Bob got off easy. Well sort of easy, they did razz
him in front of the whole group by waving a large set of keys and saying they now have a
master key for all generations of Corvettes. One of the Seattle ladies won something like 5
baskets. Another Seattle lady won the condo in Maui. Bob W. and Linda won an “all things
paper” basket. Bob snagged the lottery tickets out of the basket and pretty much forgot
about the raffle until he had four loser scratch offs in front of him. Bob C. and Sandie won a
tea basket. Garv and Ortie won a barbecue basket. Don and Carolyn won a road trip basket.
One fun fact about Carolyn is that she always seems to be concerned about where her next
meal will come from; sometimes before she starts eating her current meal. This turned out to
be a good trait on this trip.
After leaving the hotel for the trip home, we decided to stop for lunch at the XXX Drive-in which
is located in Issaquah, WA. We were thinking about it, but the fact that they were hosting an all
Ford Show was just icing on the cake. Actually, the Ford people were very nice and it was a good
choice. I wrote about it in last month’s newsletter, so I will not say a lot here. I will say that Bob
White downed the big XXX Special Burger.
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BSCC Burger Challenge
Markum Inn, Mt. Angel – September 19th
We met up at the market in Jefferson, five cars in all. All in all, it was a pretty good turnout
for a wet day. I figured we were in for a mostly boring drive up through the valley and I was
wrong. John Wendel did manage to find some fun roads to drive on, although some of it was
what you would expect. I was surprised when we went past the road to roller coaster hill.
John, however, had found a similar hill for us to drive. It wasn’t as steep, but it had some
corners in the middle. In the words of John, we are going to have to go back and check it out
again as it had “real butt pucker power”.
The Markum Inn is an unremarkable building with about a third bar and two thirds diner. Al
Sather had to settle for the Jumbo Markum Burger instead of the Double Jumbo Markum
Burger because he had a big breakfast before we took off. The food was good. However, at
least to me, it wasn’t the standout best burger we have been looking for. Oh well, this is a
Corvette run. After all, on a Corvette run it is not about the destination, it’s all about the
journey.
The return back was fun, with John and Al free form picking our route as we went. We ended
up going up through the park that has Silverton Falls, always a good drive unless there is
snow which I did one time in our Mitsubishi Eclipse Convertible, yikes! Leanne and I parted
ways with Al and John as we had to get back home to take our daughter to singing lessons.
They turned left and we turned right, thinking it would probably be faster. Not too far after
the turn, I realized we were going North, Dohhh. We were able to get back on the fast track
about a mile down the road so, all’s well that ends well.

Fun Stuff
Cool Videos:
Ken Block Gymkhana THREE, Part 2; Ultimate Playground; l'Autodrome, France
600HP 1963 Chevrolet Corvette Grand Sport Drift
2010 Chevrolet Corvette ZR1 Road Test
Corvette on Steroids
Corvette Mud Bog

1991 in the ZR-1 and others by
special order.

Larry Angland
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C7 Prediction Photo’s
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Tech Corner
Vtech Corvette Trailing Arms Rebuild
Vtech Corvette Differential Rebuild
4L60E Rebuild - Part 1 - Part 2 - Part 3

What’s coming up? - Full Schedule


October 12, 2010 - BSCC Meeting - 6:30pm at Ciddicis

Women Only Weekend - Oct. 16-17, 2010
It’s time again for the gals in BSCC to get together and do something most of us like doing.
SHOPPING! We may do a little wine tasting also while in the Yamhill wine country.
To start off the weekend, let’s meet for coffee at the Beanery on Fescue Street, (just straight
past Home Depot), Saturday morning at 9:30 a.m. From there we can head for the Historic
old town of Aurora for lunch and shopping. For the evening, arrangements have been made
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with the Best Western Newberg Inn for some relaxation. They have plenty of rooms
available for the night of the 16th with good rates for us as follows:
 One King Bed
 Two Queen Beds
 One Queen Bed

$70.00
$70.00
$65.00

All rooms include deluxe continental breakfast. All above is double occupancy. The motel
provides all standard conveniences including microwaves and refrigerators in the rooms.
Also, there is an indoor pool, hot tub, steam room, and exercise facility. Go to
www.bestwesternoregon.com/hotels/best-western-newberg-inn/ on the net.
Please call 503-537-3000---- Ask for Jennifer and Reference BSCC WOW Oct. 16th for the
above quoted rates and reserve your room as soon as possible. At this late date, it is very
difficult to hold blocks of rooms. McMenamins Edgefield only had eight single European
Queen and King Rooms left for Oct. 16th, and they would not let us reserve a block. The
single Kings were $110.00 per night and the single Queens were $96.00 per night and no
meal is included with your room.
Sunday would be a good time to visit Christine Alexander’s at the Woodburn Outlet Mall
before heading home.
Please reply to mehobson@comcast.net or call 541-917-0790 once you have called and
reserved your room at the Motel so we know who will be going. Let me know if you would
like to hitch a ride or if you will be driving your own car. I know there are some minivans
and SUVs for sharing rides.

Loyalty Days will be back, April 30, 2011, Flyer
Gold got back their Chevrolet and Cadillac franchise and also picked up GMC and
Buick, making them a superstore. In fact they were the first dealer in the entire US to get
their franchises back. They are still the Oregon Coast Corvette’s sponsor. It will be a full
blown Corvette cruise-in with raffles, prizes, lunch available, etc. Last year’s event was only
a parade because Gold had lost their franchise and did not want to sponsor a full blown
show. Congratulations Gold and Oregon Coast Corvette. It is good to hear good news in the
down economy.

2011 Sweet Home Sweet Ride
Mark your calendars. The 2011 Sweet Home Sweet Ride car show is June 25, 2011
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Final Word from your 2010 Newsletter Editor:
New car fever is on my mind this month. Not just me, as Tom & Pat got a “new” 2008 coupe
and seem to really like it. Their old car sold off of the lot the next day. I heard a rumor that a
club member got a Crystal Red C6, but that is unconfirmed. I did see the car but not the
owner.
I guess I should be pissed off at Garv for making Leanne and I so envious of his gorgeous
2009 Cyber Gray Z06, but how can you get mad at such a nice guy. The emotional side of me
loves the sexy wide body Z06’s and Grand Sports. It would also be nice to have more features
like the heads up display, 6 speed manual transmission, and maybe F55 Magnetic Select Ride
Control. I have to admit to spending many, many hours researching and drooling over the
new offerings.
As I write this, there are still 60 brand new 2009 Z06’s still on dealer lots. I even briefly
toyed with purchasing one of these. A dealer in Seattle has one, and I negotiated back and
forth with him, but he would only give me $15k off and I know I can buy a 2011 for not much
less of a discount. I don’t understand why he thinks I should be willing to pay a 2011 price
for a 2009 car. If I bought this 2009, I would have lost almost $20k in value by driving it off
the lot. I politely told him no thank you. In my mind a new two year old car is worth a little
more than a really nice used one, maybe 10% or $5k in this instance, certainly not 40% or
$20k. Oh well, as I have said here before, some dealers just don’t get it.
At least, so far, the rational side of my head has prevailed. My car only has about 12k miles
on it. I don’t really need the performance advantages of the Z06 because I don’t use most of
the capabilities of the car I have. My payments are pretty cheap by new Corvette purchase
standards. I do still like my car and a new one won’t really be all that different in a material
kind of way.
I’m becoming a “real” Corvette owner; driving my Tahoe to work; not driving my Vette
much; worrying about how clean it is; etc. I do have to admit I am not real happy about this,
but I can’t imagine that buying a new one is going to improve this. Finally, if I pull the trigger,
how long until the C7 comes out and makes me want a new one all over again? Some of the
magazines I read are predicting a C7 in 2013. So, it would be monumentally, fiscally stupid to
trade off a 2008 on a 2011 only to trade it off on a 2013.
So, will the emotional side win out over the rational side? Only time will tell.
Enjoy your ride,
John Williams - purchasing@widgetsupply.com
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